
Model Description of Firearm or Accessory 2nd Gen 
Model 

First Year 
Cataloged 

Initial 
MSRP 

Last Year 
Cataloged 

Final 
MSRP 

F1100 1851 Navy - Round Back Trigger Guard Models 

TYPE 1: Silver plated brass round back trigger guard and 
backstrap. Roll engraved long barrel address as seen 
below/. Five digit serial number. Never Cataloged - Scarce 

— ADDRESS SAML COLT NEW - YORK CITY — 

TYPE 2: As above but with a polished brass round back 
trigger guard and backstrap. Never Cataloged - Scarce 

Y E S 

Y E S 

NO 

NO 

$427.50 NO $695.00 

F1100D 1851 Navy standard production model with silver plated 
square back trigger guard and backstrap. Furnished with 
a spare blank cylinder. 

NO 1996 $487.50 1996 $487.50 

F1120 1851 Navy standard production model with square back 
trigger guard and full bright nickel finish. 

NO 2002 $749.95 2002 $749.95 

F1125 1851 Navy London Models 

TYPE 1: This is the standard production model featuring 
a New York barrel address as well as silver plated brass 
round trigger guard and backstrap. Three digit serial 
number. SCARCE 

TYPE 2: This model features a "Colonel Colt - London" 
barrel address with blued steel round back trigger guard 
and backstrap. Never Cataloged - RARE 

NO 

NO 

1998 

NO 

$399.95 2002 $695.00 

F1150 1851 Navy 150th Anniversary Model with bright blue 
barrel, wedge, frame, nipples, screws and trigger and gold 
plated cylinder, hammer, loading lever assembly, trigger 
guard and backstrap. Includes hand engraved American 
style scroll work and punch dot background coverage on 
the barrel, frame, cylinder, trigger guard, backstrap and 
loading lever. Sailing ships are engraved and gold washed 
on both sides of the barrel lug. A wolfs head is engraved 
on both sides of the hammer. The owner's initials are 
engraved and gold washed on the left side of the frame. 
The left side of the one piece ivory grip is hand carved in 
high relief with the traditional Naval design of twin canons 
and fouled anchor. 

NO 2000 $4,000.00 2002 $5,000.00 

F1200 1860 Army standard production model with polished brass 
brass trigger guard and Ormsby roll engraved cylinder. 

Y E S 1994 $427.50 2002 $695.00 

F1203 1860 Army Fluted Cylinder standard production model, 
with polished brass trigger guard. 

Y E S 1995 $465.50 2002 $695.00 

F1203D 1860 Army standard production model with polished brass 
trigger guard and fluted cylinder. Also furnished with a 
spare Ormsby roll engraved cylinder. 

NO 1996 $487.50 1996 $487.50 

F1205 1860 Army Officer's Model with bright blue finish, color 
case hardened hammer, polished brass trigger guard, and 
fluted cylinder. Features crossed sabers 24kt. gold motif 
flush inlaid above the wedge. 

NO 1995 $690.00 2002 $749.95 
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